
final say
By Fran Fisher, MCC

How are you about goal setting?
What happens to you when you hear
the word ‘goals?’ Do you tighten up,
put up barriers, or find creative ways
to avoid the issue? Does the word
trigger feelings such as: pressure to
perform, obligation, ‘have to,’ or
‘should?’ Well, you are not alone!
When I started coaching, eight out
of ten of my coaching clients held
life-long resistance to goal setting.

The other two out of ten enjoyed
goal setting and welcomed the
process with enthusiasm. This arti-
cle is good news for those of you who
don’t. And for those who do love goal
setting, I believe you will appreciate
this re-frame on goals as well. 

The re-frame begins with this
paradox: without identifying a goal

or intended outcome, there can be
no process for achieving the goal!
Within the coaching paradigm we
embrace the process as well as the
commitment to the outcome. The
old paradigm that many of us, me
included, grew up with was steeped
in messages like: “Focus on the out-
come with tunnel vision; do not
stray from the path; do not smell

the roses along the way;
do not collect $200; the
means justifies the end,
etc.” Not fun.

That old paradigm
had us operating out of
our heads. Our heads are
wondrous machines, built to re-
create whatever we desire. But I
assert that our hearts must be con-
sulted for what it is we want, so that
our goal is something our hearts
desire. Then the head can design a
plan for achieving it and execute the
plan. That way, our heads and hearts
are working together in partnership
doing what they each do best.

The shift in perspective is the
idea of replacing the word ‘goal’
with the word ‘choice.’ I felt it, and

my clients noticed immediately,
that the idea of choice accesses
heart-centered power — conscious-
ly being at choice, rather than oblig-
ation. We embraced process with
more freedom, joy, and openness.
We unleashed more love for our-
selves and others.

Remembering the ‘SMART’ acronym
for how to design a powerful goal, 

I created the following acronym and
sentence to reflect and reinforce the
energizing ‘choices’ approach:

C = Choosing
H = Heart-centered
O = Opportunities that are:
I = Inspiring
C = Congruent
E = Empowering
S = Specific and Measurable

Fear is the greatest obstacle to free-
dom of choice. As coaches, the most
effective way we can help our clients
access the choice zone is to support
them in focusing on their vision, pur-
pose, intentions, values, and life prin-
ciples. It’s through these lenses that
fear has little or no power. When we
can consistently choose the love at
the core of our being, we have the
power to transform the world. •
Fran Fisher, MCC, is the Founder of Living
Your Vision®, the Academy for Coach
Training, and the Living Your Vision Foun-
dation, a nonprofit dedicated to providing
programs for youth and community service.
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“I assert that our hearts must be consulted
for what it is we want, so that our goal is
something our hearts desire.”

Goals—Who 
Needs Them?
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